450	MAN'S WORK IN REGIONS OF CYCLONIC STORMS
' the Mediterranean Type, and corn in many tropical regions, Onejreason
for this preponderance of the cyclonic regions is that^they raise far more
per acre than any other parts of the world. The northern United States,
foTe^mple^'^geSlhreellmes a's much corn per acre as the average tropical
country.
Vegetables of many kinds are crops of another type that belong
mainiy^lo^Thr" cyclonic regions. Western Europe and the northern
and western United States are the places where vegetables are consumed
in greatest variety and in largest amounts per capita. The old idea
that China and Japan consume a great many is a mistake. Those
countries are so densely populated that they cannot afford to give much
space to crops which are bulky but do not have a high value as pro-
ducers of heat in the body. They cannot raise many ordinary potatoes
because their dry springs and very wet warm summers do not fit that
crop. Beans grow well, but give so much more food ripe than dry
that only a few are consumed green. The .cyclonic countries, on the
other hand, have far more cultivated land per capita than the others
and can afford both space and time for fresh -vegetables, to the great
advantage of their health. This is preeminently true of the United
States and Western Europe.
A similar situation prevails farther down in the table under the
heading '*Animals and Animal Products." Aside from horses the most
important domestic animals are, to be sureTdivided almost equally
betweeH" cydonfcjmd non-cyclonic regions. Even this, however, InSans
tk5rp?r~capita the cyclonic peopIeTre two or three times as well off as
the rest. If we look at the productivity of the animals, the advantages
of the cyclonic regions rise still higher. Their animals are larger than
the others, and far more carefully bred to supply meat, milk, eggs, and
wool. So it is safe to say that, so far as actual supplies of these products
per capita are concerned, the people of the cyclonic area are five or ten
times as well off as the rest on an average.
In the matter ofjrait^ cyclonic regions and the rest^of jthe world ap-
pear nearly equal in the table. Remember, however, that the inhabitants
of such regions fornTicss than a third of the world's people. Yet they
have practically all the apples, four-fifths of the grapes and pears, and at
least half of the peaches, plums, cherries, and berries. Moreover, they
buy a large share of the bananas, oranges, and lemons raised elsewhere.
Thus from the standpoint of health they enjoy the benefits of a fruit
diet as well as of avcgetablc diet. People^wKoTivc as we do have slight*
conception of ~how little the average Chinese, Hindu, Brazilian, African
Negro, or Mexican gets in the way of fresh fruit, vegetables, milk, eggs,
or even meat. We of the most-favored parts of the cyclonic areas get

